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THE GAMBIA – COMPLETION POINT DOCUMENT  

UNDER THE ENHANCED HIPC INITIATIVE  

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Background 
On December 19, 2007, the Republic of The Gambia became the 19

th
 regional member 

country (RMC) to reach completion point under the enhanced HIPC Initiative.  As a result, 

the Boards of Directors of the IMF and the World Bank approved a HIPC assistance of US$ 

66.6 million in end-1999 NPV terms for The Gambia which includes US$ 15.8 million debt 

relief under the enhanced HIPC from the bank Group. There was no topping-up assistance for 

The Gambia. 

 

Assessment of Requirements for the Completion Point 
Gambia fulfilled all the six key conditions to reach completion point. These were: (i) 

preparation and satisfactory implementation of a full PRSP for at least one year, and 

improvement in poverty monitoring; (ii) maintenance of macroeconomic stability; (iii) 

strengthening of public expenditure management; (iv) use of interim HIPC debt relief; (v) 

education and health sector reforms; and (vi) structural reforms. Overall, Gambia fully 

implemented nine out of eleven completion point triggers and partially implemented the other 

two triggers.  

 

HIPC Assistance at Completion Point and its Breakdown 
The total debt relief to Gambia is estimated at US$ 66.6 million in end-1999 NPV terms, 

broken down as follows: (i) multilateral debt relief, US$ 49.2 million (73.9 percent); and (ii) 

bilateral debt relief, US$ 17.4 million (26.1 percent). The ADB Group’s share of the debt 

relief is US$ 15.8 million, which .accounts for 32.1 percent of the multilateral debt relief and 

23.7 percent of the total debt relief.   

 

Debt Relief under the MDRI 
With the approval of Gambia’s completion point, the country qualifies for debt relief under 

the MDRI. The total debt relief from the World Bank (IDA), IMF and ADF under the MDRI 

will amount to US$ 357.89 million in nominal terms spread over 43 years, including US$ 

170.10 million for the Bank Group. 

 

Debt Sustainability and its Sensitivity 
The NPV of Gambia’s external debt at end-2007 is estimated at US$ 439.4 million. After full 

delivery of HIPC Initiative assistance committed at decision point, Gambia’s external debt 

would be reduced to US$ 347.4 million, equivalent to 236.4 percent of exports.  Since most 

of the factors that resulted in the deterioration of the NPV of debt-to-exports ratio were not 

exogenous, there is no additional topping- up debt relief for Gambia. After enhanced HIPC 

assistance and MDRI debt relief, Gambia’s NPV of external debt would be further reduced to 

US$ 165.3 million at end-2007, equivalent to 112.5 percent of the exports of goods and 

services.  However, its NPV of debt-to-exports ratio would average 143.3 percent from 2007-

2016 and 123.9 percent from 2017-2026. Gambia would be considered a country with high 

risk of debt distress over the projection period of 2007-2026 since the NPV of debt-to-exports 

ratio would be over the DSA threshold of 100 percent for a weak performing country. 
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Gambia’s debt service-to-exports ratio after HIPC and MDRI debt relief would average 9 

percent from 2007-2016, and 7.5 percent from 2017-2026, well below the Debt Sustainability 

Analysis (DSA) threshold of 15 percent for a weak performing country. This indicates that its 

debt service is sustainable after enhanced HIPC and MDRI debt relief.   

 

The sensitivity analysis of the long-term debt shows that large adverse shocks in exports and 

shortfalls in grant financing would worsen Gambia’s external debt indicators substantially. 

This calls for the need for continued fiscal prudence and policies to support broad-based 

economic growth and export diversification. 

 

Delivery Modality and Indicative Financing Arrangement 
It is proposed that the Bank Group makes a commitment to provide Gambia with an 

irrevocable debt relief of US$ 15.82 million in end 1999 NPV terms or US$ 22.77 million in 

nominal terms, from January 2001 to July 2013. Twenty (20) percent of the debt relief would 

be financed from internal resources, forty (40) percent from the European Commission 

pledges and forty (40) percent from the HIPC Trust Fund. The assistance would relieve 

Gambia of up to seventy-one (71) percent of its debt service obligation to the Bank each year 

from 2001 to 2003, and up to eighty (80) percent of its debt obligation to the Bank Group 

from 2008 to July 2013. 

 

Recommendations 
The Boards of Executive Directors are invited to approve: (i) The Gambia’s qualification for 

HIPC assistance at completion point under the enhanced HIPC Initiative; (ii) the proposed 

HIPC assistance of US$ 15.82 million in end 1999 NPV terms; and (iii) The Gambia’s 

qualification for the MDRI. 
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THE GAMBIA – COMPLETION POINT DOCUMENT UNDER THE ENHANCED 

HIPC INITIATIVE  

 

 

I.   INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 On December 19, 2007, the Boards of Directors of the IMF and the World Bank 

approved The Gambia HIPC completion point document and The Republic of The Gambia 

became the 19
th

 regional member country (RMC) to reach completion point under the enhanced 

HIPC Initiative.
1
  The Gambia reached its decision point in December 2000 and qualified for 

US$66.6 million of total debt relief assistance in end-1999 NPV terms.
2
   The completion point, 

which was initially scheduled for 2003, was delayed because of macroeconomic slippages and 

slow structural reforms.  

 

1.2 This document presents the proposal and justification for Bank Group assistance to the 

Republic of The Gambia under the enhance HIPC Initiative. Following this introductory section, 

Section II assesses Gambia’s requirement for reaching the completion point. The breakdown of 

the total debt stock and HIPC assistance is presented in Section III and Section IV evaluates 

Gambia’s qualification for additional HIPC assistance.  Section V discusses Gambia’s 

qualification for debt relief under MDRI while Section VI examines the debt sustainability after 

HIPC and MDRI assistance. Section VII analyzes the sensitivity of Gambia’s external debt and 

its long-term sustainability. The Bank Group’s contributions to Gambia’s poverty reduction 

strategy are reviewed in Section VIII.  The details of the debt relief delivery modality are 

presented in Section IX, the indicative financing arrangements in Section X, and the 

recommendations for the Boards’ consideration in Section XI.   

 

 

II.    ASSESSMENT OF REQUIREMENTS FOR REACHING COMPLETION POINT  

 

2.1    The Republic of The Gambia was required to fulfill the following conditions for reaching 

completion point.    

 

(i) Preparation of a full PRSP, its satisfactory implementation for at least one year, and 

improvement of the poverty database and monitoring capacity; 

(ii) Maintenance of  macroeconomic stability; 

(iii) Strengthening of public expenditure management; 

(iv) Use of the interim HIPC  debt relief in accordance with annual budgets; 

(v) Education and health sector reform programs; and 

(vi) Establishment of a multi-sector regulatory agency and privatization of the public 

groundnut processing plants in a structural reform program.  

 

This section assesses the country's performance relative to the above requirements. 

 

                                                 
1
 See IDA/IMF: Republic of The Gambia – Enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative: Completion Point 

Document and Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, November 28, 2007. 
2
 See Boards of Directors Resolution B/BD/2001/22 - F/BD/2001/20, dated 23 February, 2001. 
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A.   Preparation and Implementation of a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper and 

             Improvement in Poverty Monitoring   
 

2.2   The Gambia has produced two full PRSPs since its decision point. Both PRSPs have been 

prepared through a participatory process. Both PRSPs provide a credible framework for poverty 

reduction. The first PRSP which covered the years 2002 to 2005 provided an important step 

forward in poverty reduction and a basis for concessional assistance. The second PRSP covering 

the period 2007-2011, applied the lessons learned from the implementation of the first PRSP. It 

included an implementation action plan and the cost of priority activities.  This allows for 

improved monitoring and results orientation.  The full PRSP has been implemented satisfactorily 

for one year. 

 

2.3 The poverty data base has been improved with the 2003 household expenditure survey, 

the 2003 population census and the 2005/2006 economic census. The monitoring capacity has 

also been improved through the restructuring of the Central Statistics Department and through 

training and technical assistance.  

 

B.    Maintenance of Macroeconomic Stability   
 

2.4   Macroeconomic policies and performance in The Gambia have passed through two 

phases since the decision point in 2000. First, between 2001 and 2003, fiscal slippages, 

accommodating monetary policy and falling international reserves led to a sharp depreciation of 

the Dalasi (national currency) and high rates of inflation.  For example, after growing by nearly 6 

percent in 2001, real GDP fell by 3 percent in 2002; the overall deficit including grants increased 

from 1.4 percent of GDP in 2000 to 13.9 percent in 2001; the Dalasi depreciated by 55 percent 

between 2001 and 2003; inflation reached 17 percent in 2003 (the highest in two decades); and 

accumulated international reserves fell below 6-7 months of imports between 2001 and 2003. 

These caused the IMF’s PRGF-supported program to go off track. 

 

2.5 A successful policy adjustment and reform of the CBG led to a new PRGF-supported 

program in February 2007. Macroeconomic stability was restored during the period 2004-2007. 

Economic growth averaged 6.5 percent annually within the period. Tight fiscal and monetary 

policies from late 2003 lowered inflation from 17.6 percent at end-2003 to 1.4 percent at end-

2006.  Increases in some imported food items pushed the annual inflation rate to over 6 percent 

in the second quarter of 2007 but fell to about 5 percent at end-2007.  The basic primary balance
3
 

improved from a deficit of over 1 percent of GDP in 2001 to an average surplus of 8.8 percent of 

GDP during 2004-2006, and reached about 9 percent in 2007.  With the renewed macroeconomic 

stability and the associated increase in FDI inflows, the current account deficit has widened but 

the reserve coverage has increased to approximately 5 months of imports despite increasing 

imports. Two reviews of the PRGF-supported program have been successfully concluded. . 

 

2.6 Overall, after an initial period of macroeconomic instability, a stable macroeconomic 

environment has been maintained through prudent fiscal and monetary policies.    

 

                                                 
3
 Basic primary balance is defined as domestic revenue minus expenditures and net lending, excluding interest 

payments and externally financed capital expenditures. 
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C. Strengthening Public Expenditure Management   
 

2.7  The government has successfully introduced reforms in public financial management and 

in Central Bank operations which have improved transparency and accountability in the use of 

public funds and reduced opportunities for corruption. These include:  

 

 The Gambia Procurement Act (2001) which provides the framework for an open, non-

discriminatory and transparent procurement system, supports anti-corruption initiatives 

and harmonizes public procurement policies and tools;  

 The Budget Management and Accountability Act (2004) which updates the legal 

framework for budgeting and accounting to international standards;  

 The new Central Bank Act (2005) which provides increased operational independence of 

the Central Bank, including the setting of limits on lending to the government by the 

Central Bank and improved arrangements and capacity for external and internal audits 

and supervision;  

 The Gambia Revenue Authority Act (2005) which consolidates the administration of 

income and sales tax with customs  to enhance tax administration and the application of 

tax laws; and 

 The Integrated Financial Management Information System (IFMIS) which provides a 

comprehensive public expenditure management IT system for all stages of the budgeting 

and accounting process.  

 

2.8 Also, the government has updated the public accounts system to 2006 and the IFMIS is 

expected to produce the 2007 accounts by end-march 2008. It has also produced annual reports 

on the overall budget process and semi-annual reports on the use of interim HIPC debt relief. 

 

D. Use of Interim HIPC Debt Relief   
 

2.9 The Gambia has benefited from interim HIPC debt relief from IDA, ADB, IMF and EU. 

IDA has delivered US$ 8 million in NPV terms; the ADB, US$ 6.31 million; and the IMF, US$ 

0.6 million. Total interim financial assistance amounted to US$ 17.5 million in NPV terms (US$ 

21.2 million in nominal terms) of which US$ 17.0 came from multilateral creditors, and US0.5 

million from bilateral creditors.  

 

2.10 The annual budgets identify all poverty-reducing expenditures and the use of interim 

HIPC debt relief is explicitly specified as part of the poverty reducing expenditures.  The entire 

cabinet reviews and approves the annual budget and the allocation to poverty reducing 

expenditures.  The government allocates between one-quarter to one-third of the locally funded 

expenditures to poverty reducing expenditures in education, health, economic management 

agencies, agriculture, governance, civil service reforms, decentralization, capacity building in 

local government, and programs in nutrition, gender and HIV/AIDS.  The share of poverty 

reducing expenditures in the locally funded expenditures increased to 37 percent in 2002 but 

declined to 24 percent in 2005 because of increased domestic interest payments from 23 percent 

of total recurrent expenditures in 2000 to 45 percent in 2005.  However, the share increased from 

24 percent in 2005 to 26 percent in 2006 and increased to about 34 percent in 2007 because of 

the fiscal space resulting from a decline in the share of government interest payments from 45 
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percent in 2005 to 35 percent in 2006 and to a projected 26 percent in 2007.. Compared to 2001, 

poverty-reducing spending was 34 percent more in 2005 and 138 percent more in 2007. Also 

social development funds have been used to target support to local communities. 

 

E. Education and Health Sector Reforms    
 

2.11 The government has a new comprehensive Education Policy (2006-2015) which focuses 

on expanding and improving the quality of education.  The education system has benefited from 

the government’s program on expanding education infrastructure, teacher training and school 

materials.  Over 1,000 classrooms have been built; access to education has expanded, particularly 

to rural areas, with a gross enrollment rate of 77 percent, but increases to more than 90 percent if 

Madrassa enrollments are included.
4
 The number of graduates from The Gambia College with 

Primary Teacher’s Certificate has increased from 192 in 2000/2001 to 331 in 2005, a 72 percent 

increase, exceeding the decision point target of 45 percent.
5
  This would help improve the quality 

of teaching, improve education standards and have a great impact on poverty reduction. 

 

2.12 Under the two scholarship programs for girls, the Scholarship Trust Fund for Girls and 

the President’s Empowerment of Girls Education, the number of girls that have benefited from 

scholarship has increased from 5,979 in 2000/2001 to 41,939 in 2005/2006
6
, with an average 

annual increase of about 7,192 girls.  This far exceeds the annual target of 2,000 girls in at least 

three regions. 

 

2.13 The Gambia has various health policies including a National Health Policy, a National 

Drug Policy and a National Nutrition Policy. Health has the third largest budget among 

government ministries. The share of primary and secondary health care in the recurrent budget 

for health increased from 42 percent in 1999, the baseline year, to 50 percent in 2003, and has 

averaged about 48 percent since 2003. This exceeds the 42 percent required by the decision point 

trigger.  

 

2.14 Primary and secondary health care have expanded significantly, particularly the 

construction of health centers in the poorest regions.  Physical access to basic health services has 

improved with 85 percent of the population living within one-hour travel time, or 7.5 km of a 

health facility. 

 

2.15 The percentage of births attended by trained antenatal care personnel has increased from 

44 percent in the base year of 1998 to 56.3 percent in 2005. Even though this is below the 

decision point target of 61.9 percent in 2005, it is a significant increase from the baseline and 

greater than the 45 percent average for Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) in 2005.
7
    

 

 

 

                                                 
4
 Madrassas are Islamic religious schools. 

5
 See IDA/IMF: Republic of The Gambia – Enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative: Completion Point 

Document and Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, November 28, 2007, para. 23. 
6
 Ibid., para. 24. 

7
 Ibid., para. 25. 
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F. Structural Reforms  
 

2.16 The authorities have introduced structural reforms into the country including: 

 

(i) The establishment of the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (PURA) to regulate 

the water, electricity and telecommunication sectors.  It collaborates with relevant 

line ministries on licensing, tariffs, and competition (antitrust) related policy 

decisions. 

 

(ii) Attempts to privatize the Public Groundnuts Processing Plants – During 2005-2006, 

the authorities attempted to privatize the Gambia Groundnut Corporation (GGC). A 

due diligence was conducted, the bidding document was prepared and the requests for 

bids advertised.  There was only one bidder and the government rejected the bid on 

the grounds that the bidder was not sufficiently qualified which would be detrimental 

to the sector and the economy.  

 

(iii) Re-opening of the groundnut market to multiple operators - A public-private joint 

enterprise, the Gambian Agricultural Marketing Corporation (GAMCO), was 

established in 2005 as the sole operator for processing and marketing groundnuts. 

GAMCO was undercapitalized and lacked market experience.  As a result, groundnut 

exports decreased to US$ 2 million in 2005 from US$ 16.9 million in 2004, and 

GAMCO went bankrupt.  In 2006, the government re-opened the groundnut market to 

multiple operators.  The GGC was given a license to export groundnuts on top of its 

processing, transportation, and storage activities.  

 

(iv) The government has prepared a comprehensive Sector Reform Strategy to revitalize 

the groundnut sector and to attract established international investors. A sector 

reform roadmap has been prepared and the government has already implemented the 

following actions from the roadmap: 

 

 Allowing immediate free entry of operators at all levels of the value chain; 

 Transferring management responsibility to an association of the sector’s public and 

private stakeholders, the Agribusiness Service Plan Association (ASPA) which will 

determine the producer price; 

 Putting GAMCO under receivership as part of the liquidation process; and  

 Dissolving the Board of Directors of GGC, and initiating steps to reconstitute a new 

Board which would no longer intervene in the daily operations of the company. 

 

2.17 The groundnut sector reform roadmap was endorsed by Cabinet in June 2007 and the 

government made a public announcement to inform interested parties and its commitment to full 

liberalization and open competition in the sector. 

 

G. Overall Assessment 

 

2.18 From the forgoing, Gambia has fully implemented nine out of the eleven completion 

point triggers and partially implemented the other two triggers. The two that were partially 
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implemented are: (i) annual increase by 5 percent of the share of births attended by a person 

trained in antenatal care; and (ii) the sale of the publicly-owned groundnut processing plants.  

Substantial progress was however made on each of the partially implemented triggers. On the 

share of births attended by a person trained in antenatal care, even though the 56.3 percent share 

is less than the target of 61.9 percent in 2005, the rate is similar or better than other comparable 

Sub-Saharan African countries. On the sale of the groundnut processing plants, the previous 

attempt was not successful and corrective actions are being taken. It is therefore recommended 

that waivers be granted for the non-observance of these two triggers for Gambia to reach 

completion point.  

 

2.19 A copy of the relevant HIPC completion point document prepared by the Bretton Woods 

Institutions (BWI), which provides detailed information for reaching the completion point, is 

attached as Annex 8
8
.  

 

III. GAMBIA’S DEBT STOCK AND HIPC ASSISTANCE  
 

3.1 After a review of the stock of debt against creditor statements as at end-December 1999, 

Gambia’s nominal stock of debt was revised to US$ 444.7 million from US$ 452.6 million as 

highlighted in Annex 1. The NPV of debt after traditional debt relief was also revised to US$ 

240.7 million from US$ 244.9 million.  

 

3.2 Multilateral creditors: The nominal debt stock owed to the multilateral creditors was 

revised downwards to US$ 355.6 million from US$ 356.2 million. The NPV of debt owed to 

these creditors after traditional relief mechanisms was revised slightly downwards from US$ 

180.8 million to US$ 180.3 million as of end-December 1999, with that of the Bank Group 

revised to US$ 57.4 million from US$ 58.2 million.  

 

3.3 Bilateral Creditors: The nominal debt stock owed to Paris Club bilateral creditors was 

revised upwards to US$ 29.8 million from  US$ 27.5 million, while that of non-Paris Club 

bilateral creditors was revised downwards to US$ 58.3 million from US$ 68.9 million. 

Correspondingly,  the NPV of debt owed to the Paris Club bilateral creditors was revised 

upwards to US$ 19.5 million from US$ 17.6 million as of end-December 1999, and that of the 

non-Paris Club bilateral creditors revised downwards to US$40.9 million from US$ 46.4 million.  

 

3.4 Despite the revisions to the debt stock, the HIPC debt relief to Gambia remains at US 

66.6 million end-1999 NPV terms, as estimated at the decision point. As shown in Table 1, the 

total HIPC debt relief from multilateral creditors at completion point is estimated at US$ 49.2 

million in end-1999 NPV terms (73.9 percent), while that from bilateral creditors is estimated at 

US$ 17.4 million (26.1 percent). The African Development Bank Group’s share of the debt relief 

is US$ 15.8 million, equivalent to 32.1 percent of the multilateral debt relief and 23.7 percent of 

the total debt relief, compared to the World Bank’s share of 45.3 percent of the multilateral debt 

relief and 33.5 percent of the total debt relief. 
 

 

                                                 
8 See IDA/IMF: Republic of The Gambia – Enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative: Completion Point 

Document and Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, November 28, 2007.   
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Table 1.        Creditor Participation in the HIPC Assistance 
 (US$ million) 

 

 
Creditors 

Completion Point Debt Relief 
(end-1999 NPV) 

Percentage of Total Debt 
Relief from Multilateral 

Creditors (%) 

Percentage of Total Debt 
Relief from all Creditors (%) 

Bilateral Creditors 17.4  26.1 

Multilateral Creditors 49.2 100.0 73.9 

     ADB Bank Group 15.8 32.1 23.7 

      World Bank (IDA) 22.3 45.3 33.5 

      IMF 2.3 4.7 3.5 

     Other Multilaterals 8.8 17.9 13.2 

Total HIPC Debt Relief 66.6  100.0 

 

Sources: IDA/IMF: Republic of The Gambia – Enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative: Completion Point Document and 

Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, November 28, 2007.   

 

3.5 Interim Multilateral Assistance: Out of the respective amounts of debt relief shown in 

Table 1, the IDA has provided US$ 8.0 million as interim assistance, the ADB Group, US$ 6.3 

million, and the IMF, US$ 0.6 million, as at end-December 2006.  Interim assistance from the 

Bank Group was provided during 2001-2003, and came to an end in end-2003 when the interim 

assistance reached the 40 percent ceiling of total Bank Group debt relief at decision point. 

 

IV. CONSIDERATION FOR ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE (TOPPING-UP) 

 

4.1 Under circumstances where exogenous factors result in the deterioration of a country's 

debt-burden indicators between decision and completion points, the enhanced HIPC Initiative 

allows for additional debt relief (topping-up) at completion point to bring the NPV of debt-to-

exports ratio down to the 150 percent threshold.  Gambia’s debt-to-exports ratio at end-2006 was 

projected at 139.8 percent after HIPC debt relief.  However, the actual debt-to-exports ratio was 

242.5 percent which was 102.6 percent points above the projection and 92.5 points above the 

HIPC threshold.   

 

4.2 Three factors that caused the deterioration in Gambia’s NPV of debt-to-exports ratio: 

unanticipated changes in international prices of exports, exchange rates, and discount rates used 

to calculate the NPV of debt, can be considered as exogenous. These together accounted for 33.4 

percent points of the deterioration in the NPV of debt-to-exports ratio. The other factors: lower 

export volumes, larger new borrowing, lower concessionality of new borrowing, revision of 

decision point database and amortization of existing debt, which accounted for 69.2 percentage 

points of the deterioration, cannot be considered exogenous. Several factors contributed to the 

lower export volumes, including (i) a change in licensing regulations which made the  

inexperience and undercapitalized GAMCO the sole operator for processing and marketing 

groundnuts in 2005 and resulted in a near collapse of the of groundnut exports, the country’s 

most significant cash crop; (ii)  Gambia was slow in improving its customs clearance procedures 

and ports facilities while neighbouring countries such as Senegal closed the competitiveness gap; 

(iii) the ban on all-inclusive tour packages which led to a decline in tourism, the largest foreign 

exchange earner; and (iv) macroeconomic uncertainty and at times unstable exchange rate which 

led to stagnation of exports. The non-exogenous factors, by themselves would still have resulted 

in a NPV of debt-to-exports ratio of 209 percent which is significantly higher than the HIPC 

threshold of 150 percent. Thus, Gambia does not meet the requirements for additional debt relief 

(topping-up) under the enhanced HIPC Initiative. 
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V. DEBT RELIEF UNDER MULTILATERAL DEBT RELIEF INITIATIVE (MDRI)   

 

5.1 With the approval of debt relief at Gambia’s completion point, the country qualifies for 

debt relief under the MDRI. The IDA, the ADB Group and the IMF will provide additional debt 

relief of US$ 357.8 million over a period of 43 years. The IDA will provide US$ 183.4 million 

of debt relief under the MDRI; the IMF, US$ 14.2 million; and the ADB Group, US$ 170.10 

million
9
. The MDRI debt relief from the Bank Group will yield an average annual debt service 

savings of US$ 1.6 million over the next 5 years, and US$ 3.9 million over the following 39 

years
10

. 

  

VI. DEBT SUSTAINABILITY AFTER HIPC AND MDRI ASSISTANCE  

            

6.1 As shown in Table 2, Gambia’s nominal stock of external debt reached US$ 677 million 

at end-2006 compared with US$ 453 million at end-1999. Debt owed to multilateral creditors 

accounted for 84 percent of the total debt while that owed to bilateral creditors accounted for 16 

percent. The IDA and the ADB Group are The Gambia’s largest creditors accounting for 39 and 

26 percent of the outstanding total nominal debt respectively. After full delivery of HIPC 

assistance, the NPV of external debt at end-2006 is estimated at US$ 333.9 million. On January 

24, 2008, the Paris Club agreed to cancel US$ 11.64 million of its debt owed by the Gambia 

under the enhanced HIPC Initiative framework. The bilateral creditors will not be able to provide 

additional debt relief beyond the HIPC relief.  

 
Table 2.       Gambia: Nominal and Net Present Value of External Debt at Completion Point  

as at end 2006 (In millions of US dollars) 
 

 Legal Situation NPV of Debt  

 
Creditor 

 
Nominal Debt 

 

 
Percent 

Distribution (%) 

 
NPV of Debt 

After Enhanced 
HIPC 

After Additional 
Bilateral 

Assistance 

 
Multilateral 
 
  IBRD/IDA 
  IMF 
  African Development Bank Group 
  Other Multilaterals 
 
Bilateral 
 
  Paris Club Bilateral 
  Non-Paris Club Bilateral 
 
TOTAL 
 

 
566.2 

 
263.6 
17.8 

177.3 
107.5 

 
110.6 

 
15.6 
95.0 

 
676.8 

 
83.7 

 
38.9 
2.6 
26.2 
16.0 

 
16.3  

 
 2.3 
14.0 

 
100 

 
333.4 

 
145.2 
 15.8 
99.2 
73.2 

 
93.7 

 
13.1 
80.6 

 
427.1 

 
286.7 

 
125.1 
 13.3 
86.2 
62.1 

 
47.2 

 
1.1` 
46.1 

 
333.9 

 

 
286.7 

 
125.1 
13.3 
86.2 
62.1  

 
47.2 

 
1.1 
46.1 

 
333.9 

 

 
Source: IDA/IMF: Republic of The Gambia – Enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative: Completion Point Document and 

Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, November 28, 2007.  .  

 

 

                                                 
9
 The exchange rates used in the conversion: US$ 1.0 = UA 0.6328;   US$ 1.0 = € 0.677458. 

10
 The MDRI debt relief provided by IDA and ADF are netted out from their performance based allocations. See MDRI Implementation 

Modalities. ref.: ADF/BD/WP/2006/31, dated 5 April 2006.    
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6.2 Gambia’s stock of debt in NPV terms as at end-2007 is estimated at US$ 439.4 million. 

After full delivery of the HIPC debt relief, the NPV of debt would be reduced to US$ 347.4 

million, equivalent to 236.4 percent of exports of goods and services.  The NPV of debt would be 

further reduced to US$ 165.3 million, equivalent to 112.5 percent of the exports of goods and 

services after MDRI. Gambia’s stock of external debt will remain relatively large after 

completion point primarily due to outstanding debt owed to multilateral creditors that do not 

participate in the MDRI (e.g. BADEA, IFAD, IsDB, OFID), and debt owed to non-Paris Club 

bilateral creditors (e.g. India, Kuwait Fund, Saudi Fund, Taiwan).  The government indicated 

during the Roundtable Conference in London on 5-6 February 2008, that it has initiated contacts 

with some bilateral creditors and asked for debt relief on terms comparable to the Paris club 

creditors.  The government reported positive response from Kuwait and negative responses from 

Taiwan and India. It was recommended that the World Bank and the ADB Group support the 

government in its contacts with the non-MDRI multilateral creditors. 

 

6.3 After HIPC debt relief alone, the NPV of debt-to-exports ratio for Gambia is projected to 

remain above the 150 percent threshold throughout the projection period from 2007-202026 

averaging at 238.6 percent from 2007-2016, and 161.0 percent from 2017 to 2026.. However, 

after HIPC and MDRI debt relief, Gambia’s NPV of debt-to-exports ratio would average about 

143.3 percent from 2007-2016, and 123.9 percent from 2017 to 2026.  Furthermore, NPV of 

debt-to-GDP would average about 27.8 percent from 2007-2016, and 24.7 percent from 2017-

2026; while the debt service-to-exports ratio would average about 9 percent from 2007-2016 and 

7.5 percent from 2017-2026, well below the Debt Sustainability Analysis (DSA) threshold of 15 

percent for a weak performing country. This indicates that its debt service is sustainable after 

enhanced HIPC and MDRI debt relief.  It should be noted, however, that even after HIPC and 

MDRI debt relief, Gambia would still be considered a country with a high risk of debt distress 

over the projection period since the NPV of debt-to-exports ratio would be higher than Debt 

Sustainability Analysis (DSA) threshold of 100 percent for a weak-performing country.
11

    

  

VII. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND LONG-TERM DEBT SUSTAINABILITY  

 

7.1 The sensitivity of Gambia’s debt sustainability is analyzed under two scenarios: (i) Lower 

export growth; and (ii) Less concessionality in external financing. The results show that 

Gambia’s debt sustainability hinges on sustained growth in the export sector and prudent debt 

management. In the event of large shocks in exports and shortfall in grant financing, the debt 

burden indicators would exceed the HIPC thresholds through most of the projection period. The 

sensitivity analysis thus underscores the importance of pursuing export diversification and 

prudent borrowing policies, including borrowing on highly concessional terms, to ensure that the 

authorities achieve their poverty reduction goals without returning to a state of debt distress.  

 

VIII. BANK GROUP’S CONTRIBUTION TO GAMBIA’S POVERTY REDUCTION 

            STRATEGY   

 

8.1 The Bank Group started lending operations in The Gambia in 1974. Since 1974, 54 

operations have been approved with commitments amounting to UA 205.8 million. The Bank 

Group’s selective assistance to Gambia under ADF-X in the CSP is aligned with the country’s 

                                                 
11

 The CPIA for Gambia was 3.22 in 2006. 
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strategy for poverty reduction contained in the second Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP 

II) (2007 – 2011) which is a continuation of the PRSP I, Strategy for Poverty Alleviation (SPA 

I). The poverty reduction strategy is based on five pillars: (i) improving the enabling policy 

environment to promote economic growth and poverty reduction; (ii) enhancing the capacity and 

output of productive sectors: agriculture, fisheries, industry, trade and tourism, with emphasis on 

productive capacity of the poor and the vulnerable; (iii) improving the coverage of basic social 

services needed by the poor and the vulnerable; (iv) building capacity for local people centered 

development through decentralization; and (v) mainstreaming poverty-related cross-cutting 

issues into the PRSP process. Currently there are 14 on-going operations in Gambia totaling UA 

58.33 million. Fifty-three (53) percent of the commitments is in the social sectors, 38.2 percent 

in agriculture, 6.4 percent in public utilities, and 2.4 percent in the multi-sector. 

 

8.2 The Bank Group is currently preparing a Joint Assistance Strategy with the World bank 

to guide the bank’s engagement in the country over 2008-2011.  The strategy envisages ADB-

World bank coordinated contribution to budget support, complementary investments in growth 

and competitiveness, and joint analytical work in areas of public finance, civil service reform and 

governance. 

 

IX. DEBT RELIEF DELIVERY MODALITY  

9.1 In reaching its completion point, it is proposed that the Bank Group makes a commitment 

to provide  The Gambia with an irrevocable debt relief of approximately US$ 15.82 million in 

end-1999 NPV terms, or US$ 22.77 million in nominal terms, with effect from January 2001, as 

per the debt relief schedule given in Annexes 2, 3, and 4.
12

 The structure of the relief in terms of 

currency is presented in Annex 6.   

9.2 The debt relief assistance would relieve Gambia of about 71 percent of its debt-service 

obligation to the Bank Group each year from 2001 to 2003 and up to 80 percent of its debt-

service to the Bank Group each year from 2008 to July 2013, when the total debt relief would 

have been delivered.
13

 Gambia's debt service profile with the Bank Group before and after the 

HIPC assistance is provided in Annex 7. The impact of the debt relief on The Gambia’s debt 

service profile is illustrated in Chart 1 below. The provision of debt relief, as described, is 

consistent with the rules and regulations of the African Development Bank, the African 

Development Fund and the Nigeria Trust Fund. 

  

Legal Aspects of Debt Relief Operations 

 

9.3   Under the enhanced HIPC framework, debt relief for The Gambia is to be provided in 

accordance with the terms described in paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2.  These terms will be implemented 

by:  

(i) A Revised Debt Relief Agreement between the Bank Group and the Government of 

Gambia; 

 

(ii) A Contribution Agreement between the Bank Group and IDA; and  

                                                 
12 The exchange rates used in the conversion: US$ 1.0 = UA 0.73;   US$ 1.0 = € 1.00. 
13 Debt relief was suspended during 2003 - 2007 when the interim assistance reached the 40 percent ceiling of total Bank Group HIPC debt relief. 
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(iii) A HIPC Trust Fund Grant Agreement between the Bank Group and the 

International Development Association (IDA) as administrator of the HIPC Trust 

Fund, 

 
Chart 1.    Impact of Debt Relief on Gambia's Bank Group Debt Service Profile 
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X. INDICATIVE FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS  

10.1 The total debt relief of US$ 15.82 million in end-1999 NPV terms is committed by the 

Bank Group. The financing arrangements are as shown in Table 4 below. The European 

Commission and the HIPC Trust Fund will each provide US$ 6.328 million in NPV terms, and 

the ADB Group will provide US$ 3.164 million from its internal resources.  
 

Table 3.   Indicative Financing Arrangements 
(US$ million, in NPV terms) 

 

Sources of Financing Total Contribution Percent of the Total 
(%) 

 

Internal Resources (1) 
 

European Commission Pledge 
 

HIPC Trust Fund (2) 
 

TOTAL 

 
3.16 

 
6.33 

 
6.33 

 
15.82 

 
20 
 

40 
 

40 
 

100 
 

Notes :  (1)   Bank Group HIPC account constituted by ADF loan cancellations and reflows, and ADB and NTF net income allocations. 
             (2)   Multi-donor HIPC Trust Fund managed by IDA. 
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XI. RECOMMENDATIONS  

11.1 The Boards of Directors are invited to: 

 

(i) Take note of the justification for Gambia’s qualification for HIPC assistance at its 

completion point under the enhanced HIPC Initiative;   
 

(ii) Approve the completion point debt relief for The Gambia of US$ 15.82 million in 

end-1999 NPV terms or US$ 22.77 million in nominal terms, according to the 

financing arrangements presented in section X;   
 

(iii) Approve Gambia’s qualification for MDRI support as outlined in section V.
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 Annex 1 

  

 
Gambia: Nominal and Net Present Value of External Debt Outstanding as at end-December 1999 

 (In millions of US dollars) 

 
 Nominal Debt Stock before 

Rescheduling 
NPV of Debt after Rescheduling 

Creditor At Decision 
 Point 

Revised at 
Completion Point 

At Decision 
Point 

Revised at 
Completion 

Point 

 
Multilateral 
 
  World Bank/IDA 
  IMF 
 African Development Bank Group 
 Other Multilaterals 
 
Paris Club Bilateral 
 
Non-Paris Club Bilateral 
 
 
 
TOTAL 
 
TOTAL HIPC DEBT RELIEF 
 

 
356.2 

 
172.7 
 11.3 
122.7 
49.5 

 
27.5 

 
68.9 

 
 
 

452.6 

 
355.6 

 
172.7 
 11.3 
122.0 
49.6 

 
29.8 

 
58.3 

 
 
 

444.7 

 
180.8 

 
81.9 
8.3 
58.2 
32.4 

 
17.6 

 
46.4 

 
 
 

244.9 
 

66.6 

 
180.3 

 
81.9 
8.3 
57.4 
32.7 

 
19.5 

 
40.9 

 
 
 

240.7 
 

66.6 

 

Source: IDA/IMF: Republic of The Gambia – Enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative: Completion Point Document and  

             Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, November 28, 2007.    
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Annex 2 

                                                 AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

 
HIPC Debt Relief Schedule 

(in US$ millions) 

GAMBIA     

Completion Point Date : 
December 2007 

CALENDAR  
YEAR 

TOTAL 
ADB 

ADB PERCENT 
IN THE TOTAL (%) 

TOTAL 
BANK GROUP 

 2001 0.577147 23.6 2.447795 

 2002 0.538024 22.8 2.362741 

 2003 -  1.967339 

 2004 -  - 

 2005 -  - 

 2006 -  - 

 2007 -  - 

 2008 -  2.511758 

 2009 -  2.621473 

 2010 -  2.998096 

 2011 -  3.043202 

 2012 -  3.068965 

 2013 -  1.752857 

  1.115170 4.9 22.774225 

Summary            

 Total Nominal Relief US$ 22.774225 mn  

          of which   

 ADB US$ 1.115170 mn  

 ADF US$ 20.685228 mn  

 NTF US$ 0.973826 mn  

 Total NPV Relief US$ 15.819205 mn  
 Duration  13 years  
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Annex 3 

 

                                                 AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT FUND 

 
HIPC Debt Relief Schedule 

(in US$ millions) 

GAMBIA     

Completion Point Date : 
December 2007 

CALENDAR  
YEAR 

TOTAL 
ADF 

ADF PERCENT 
IN THE TOTAL (%) 

TOTAL 
BANK GROUP 

 2001 1.488669 60.8 2.447795 

 2002 1.500997 63.5 2.362741 

 2003 1.699212 86.4 1.967339 

 2004 - - - 

 2005 - - - 

 2006 - - - 

 2007 - - - 

 2008 2.511758 100 2.511758 

 2009 2.621473 100 2.621473 

 2010 2.998096 100 2.998096 

 2011 3.043202 100 3.043202 

 2012 3.068965 100 3.068965 

 2013 1.752857 100 1.752857 

  20.685228 90.8 22.774225 

Summary            

 Total Nominal Relief US$ 22.774225 mn  

          of which   

 ADB US$ 1.115170 mn  

 ADF US$ 20.685228 mn  

 NTF US$ 0.973826 mn  

 Total NPV Relief US$ 15.819205 mn  
 Duration  13 years  
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Annex 4 
 

NIGERIA TRUST FUND 

 
HIPC Debt Relief Schedule 

    (in US$ millions) 

GAMBIA     

Completion Point Date : 
December 2007 

CALENDAR  
YEAR 

TOTAL 
NTF 

NTF PERCENT 
IN THE TOTAL (%) 

TOTAL 
BANK GROUP 

 2001 0.381979 15.6 2.447795 

 2002 0.323721 13.7 2.362741 

 2003 0.268127 13.6 1.967339 

 2004 -  - 

 2005 -  - 

 2006 -  - 

 2007 -  - 

 2008 -  2.511758 

 2009 -  2.621473 

 2010 -  2.998096 

 2011 -  3.043202 

 2012 -  3.068965 

 2013 -  1.752857 

  0.973826 4.3 22.774225 

Summary            

 Total Nominal Relief US$ 22.774225 mn  

          of which   

 ADB US$ 1.115170 mn  

 ADF US$ 20.685228 mn  

 NTF US$ 0.973826 mn  

 Total NPV Relief US$ 15.819205 mn  
 Duration  13 years  
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Annex 5 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK GROUP 
HIPC Debt Relief Schedule 

 
GAMBIA    
 Calendar Year Debt Relief  

at Decision point 
Debt Relief  

at Completion Point* 

 2001 2.447795 2.447795 

 2002 2.362741 2.362741 

 2003 1.967339 1.967339 

 2004 2.373711 - 

 2005 2.423663 - 

 2006 2.402366 - 

 2007 2.541030 - 

 2008 2.511758 2.511758 

 2009 0.534647 2.621473 

 2010 - 2.998096 

 2011 - 3.043202 

 2012 - 3.068965 

 Jan. – July 2013 - 1.752857 

 TOTAL 19.565049 22.774225 
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Annex 6 

 
 
 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK GROUP 
Structure of Debt Relief in Terms of Currency 

 

 
Currency Amount 

(US$ million) 
Percent in 

 the total (%) 
 

CAD 
CHF 
DKK 
EUR 
GBP 
JPY 
NOK 
SEK 
USD 

 

0.003301  
 1.239405  
 0.192245  
 4.282916  
 1.249627  
 3.225640  
 1.145246  
 0.502028  

 10.933815 

0.0 
5.4 
0.8 
18.8 
5.5 
14.2 
5.0 
2.2 
48.0 

TOTAL 22.774225 100.0 
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Annex 7 
                     

                
AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK GROUP 

Gambia’s Debt Service Profile 
(In US$ million) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Before HIPC 
Assistance 

Debt Relief After HIPC 
Assistance 

2001 3.4644 2.4478 1.0167 

2002 3.3441 2.3627 0.9813 

2003 2.7844 1.9673 0.8171 

2004 2.9671 - 2.9671 

2005 3.0296 - 3.0296 

2006 3.0030 - 3.0030 

2007 3.1763 - 3.1763 

2008 3.1397 2.5118 0.6279 

2009 3.2768 2.6215 0.6554 

2010 3.7476 2.9981 0.7495 

2011 3.8040 3.0432 0.7608 

2012 3.8362 3.0690 0.7672 

2013 3.9597 1.7529 2.2069 

Total 43.533 22.774 20.759 
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Annex 8 

 
IMF/ World Bank HIPC Completion Point Document for  

 
THE REPUBLIC OF THE GAMBIA 

 
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2008/cr08109.pdf  

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2008/cr08109.pdf

